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Pandit Lekh Ram (1858 â€“ 6 March 1897) was an Arya Samaj 
Sanatan Dharmi leader. He is famous for his encounters with the 
founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community Mirza Ghulam 
Ahmad.

en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandit_Lekh_Ram
Pandit Lekh Ram - Wikipedia

The Arya Samaj | Pandit Lekhram
thearyasamaj.org/panditlekhram_en
A primary objective of "Arya Samaj" is to promote physical, spiritual and social progress
of all humans beings of the whole world. You are at official website of "Arya Samaj". To
show event's pamphlet, news, photos, magazines of your "Arya Institute".

Pandit Lekh Ram - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandit_Lekh_Ram
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Pandit Lekh Ram was an Arya Samaj Sanatan Dharmi leader. He is
famous for his encounters with the founder of the Ahmadiyya Muslim
Community Mirza Ghulam Ahmad. He also wrote a book in falsification of
Ahmad's Barahin-e-Ahmadiyya and named it Takzeeb e Barahin
Ahmadiyya. He was assassinated on March 6, 1897. Ahmadis claim
thiâ€¦
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Pandit Lekhram | Aryasamaj
www.aryasamaj.org/newsite/node/59
A Hindi Biography of Pandit Lekharamji, "Aryapathik Lekhram" by Swami Shraddhanandji,
is available at http://www.archive.org/details/AryapathikLekhram-SwamiShraddhanand-
Hindi This biography describes the life, work and death of the great missionary.

The Arya Samaj | Pandit Lekhram Arsh Gurukul â€¦
thearyasamaj.org/gurukulvellinezhi
Pandit Lekhram Arsh Gurukul Mahavidylay (Arsh Gurukul) Pt.Lekhram Arsh Gurukul
Mahavidyalay is a registered public charitable educational institution in Kerala established
for imparting Vedic education combined with modern subjects from 6th â€¦

Pandit Lekhram - wiki
wiki.qern.org/mirza-ghulam-ahmad/contemporaries/pandit-lekhram
Dharamvir Pandit Lekhram was a Hindu leader of the Arya Samaj (a group
within the Hindu religion). He was born in 1858 and died in 1897.

Pandit Lekh Ram - Arya Samaj
aryasamajhouston.org/about-us/stalwarts-of-arya-samaj/pandit-lekh-ram
Pandit Lekh Ram There had been many shining stars who worked for the propogation of
the philosophy and principles of Arya Samaj that was founded by the great visionary
Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati in 1875.

Pandit Lekhram - Aryamantavya
aryamantavya.in/pandit-lekhram
He founded Arya Samaj at Peshawar (now in Pakisthan) and became a preacher of
Punjab Arya Pratinidhi Sabha. He also vowed to write the authentilc life history of
Maharshi Dayanand Saraswati. For this purpose, he travelled far and wide and collected a
detailed account of the life of the founder of Arya Samaj. Pt. Lekh Ram wrote thirty â€¦
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